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Since winning NeoCon Gold for adjustable height benching in 2012, Innovant has been
pioneering sit to stand desk design. REX benching is the latest innovation of this concept.
Refinements in engineering and wholly unique design details make REX the ideal product for
office environments requiring a clean, smart aesthetic with unmatched cabling and technology
management. A part of Innovant’s NOW Collection, REX can be delivered in 8 weeks or less.
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DYNAMIC SPACE PLANNING
The 120° furniture configuration has long been a favorite of specifiers
seeking an organic feel to space planning. REX can be easily specified in 120°
configurations and integrated with linear benching. The result is the signature
REX aesthetic - with many of the line’s features and options - in a dramatic
new layout. REX 120° benching is perfect for clients seeking to blend open plan
collaboration with personal space privacy.
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A NEW APPROACH
REX addresses the challenge of balancing form and function with several unique solutions that both contain
and route cabling. Power and data hubs between positions conceal primary connectivity. Seamless raceways
invisibly direct cabling throughout the cluster. Also, below-desk compartments intelligently house all of the
cabling required in today’s typical workstation.
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NEXT GENERATION STORAGE
REX’s suspended storage range addresses every client’s basic need with
elevated designs for storing personal and work effects in the sit to stand
environment. Secured to the underside of the worksurface, this new approach to
storage ensures ease of access and smarter aesthetics than traditional concepts.
REX can also be specified with common storage options like mobile pedestals or
cushioned returns.
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A SIMPLE FOUNDATION
REX Adjustable Height benching can be complemented with personal storage
and privacy details to suit the changing needs of the modern workplace.
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FREESTANDING
REX can be specified as freestanding tables for those seeking complete flexibility in a furniture configuration.
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OUR STORY
Innovant designs and manufactures intelligent office furniture for the modern
workplace. A recognized leader in the industry, we focus on integrating seamlessly
into the overall architecture of a space, optimizing real estate, promoting employee
productivity, and ensuring long term value to the client business. Innovant’s
adaptable open plan workstations, conference solutions, private office designs and
specialty furnishings are available to view in showrooms worldwide.
We know that our clients navigate complex decisions when choosing a furniture
system. Innovant provides expert guidance along the way, collaborating with client
teams to determine optimal product configurations. Where appropriate, we will
recommend and engineer tailored solutions based on specific client requirements.
Every Innovant product is designed for efficient installation and easy reconfiguration
over time as new features are introduced.

CLEAN		

SUSTAINABILITY

INTELLIGENT

TAILORED

Environmental stewardship is a primary component of Innovant’s core philosophy.
One of our key missions is to minimize our impact on the environment and to
ensure our products are environmentally sustainable. All of our standard products
already conform to a variety of eco-requirements and many items can be further
configured to maximize LEED points.
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